Seguin Dentures
Pricing
Immediate Denture - Single arch $424 Full $764
Standard/Classic - Single arch $824 Full $1,484
Custom/Premium - Single arch $1,240 Full $2,232
Cast Partial - $948 per arch
Simple Extraction - $124 (10% Discount on 10 or more)
Complex Extraction - $174 (10% Discount on 10 or
more)
Reline - $180 each
Soft Liner - $124 each
Simple Repair - $94
Repair with Impression - $184
Adjustment - $35 after first 60 days
Nitrous - $95 per procedure
Implant with Denture Securing Abutment - $1,424
Implant with Abutment and Implant Crown - $2,400

Payment- Payment is due at the time of services. We accept cash, Mastercard, Visa,
and personal checks. We do not accept insurance or provide insurance forms to file.

Seguin Dentures
Services We Offer
Immediate Denture - Single arch $424

Full $764

Temporary denture, made with acrylic, to be worn while you are healing
from extractions. Impressions are taken prior to extractions and there is no
try-in appointment. This denture is to be worn 4-6 months while your gums
are shrinking, then your final set will be made.

Standard/Classic - Single arch $824

Full $1,484

These dentures, designed with custom acrylic, are made to last longer than
the immediates. At a try-in appointment we will check the bite and
appearance of the teeth prior to processing. This denture has a 1 year
warranty for breakage due to normal wear.

Custom/Premium - Single arch $1,240

Full $2,232

This denture comes with a 2 year warranty for breakage due to normal
wear. It is made with our strongest acrylic and teeth to provide the most
natural look and fit. This option also includes a try-in appointment to
evaluate the bite and apperance of teeth.

Cast Partial -

$948 per arch

Impressions are taken and sent to a metal specialist technichian for the
framework to be made. 2-3 weeks later the framework will be tried in. At
this appointment the partial will be finished and processed. A 1 year
warranty is included with this denture for breakage due to normal wear.

